Looking to get better faster? One unique option that’s covered by your plan is virtuwell®, a 24/7 online clinic. Use virtuwell.com—from home, work or even when you’re traveling—to get a treatment plan and a prescription if you need one.

QUICK, CONVENIENT, SAFE
1. A virtuwell visit starts with a quick online interview that checks your history and makes sure the problem isn’t serious.
2. Next, a certified nurse practitioner will review your case and write your treatment plan. You’ll get an email or text the moment your plan is ready - usually within thirty minutes or less.
3. If you need a prescription, we’ll send it to your pharmacy of choice.
4. If you need to speak with a nurse practitioner about your plan, they’re available 24/7.

Get started at virtuwell.com.

SAVE MONEY
A virtuwell visit is only $45 or your copay depending on your benefit plan. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and if virtuwell can’t treat you, you don’t pay.

TREATS MANY COMMON CONDITIONS
virtuwell treats things like:
• Sinus infections
• Pink eye
• Bladder infections
• Upper respiratory infections
• Rashes and other skin irritations
• And more...

Find the full list at virtuwell.com/conditions.

Let’s get you better. virtuwell.com.

98% of customers highly recommend virtuwell®.
Source: virtuwell patient satisfaction survey